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Takeout restaurants near usc

See as The Map Between being a Rams fan and/or a Trojans football team, the chance to eat stress will surely present itself on several occasions this year - especially if you spend extra cash to catch one of their games live. And although the concessions at the Coliseum aren't terrible on the SC's game
days (corn team kettles and chicken fingers will usually move the chain until you eat actual food), most SC students have found their way around nearby restaurants to fill before and after games and classes, and although the eateries in South Central Los Angeles don't really pop up like that, there are still
some gems in the rough. So next time you're near USC, or you need some nosh because you play how many times Todd Gurley will be filled between tackles a drinking game, here's the best place to eat near USC and the Coliseum. Read More Notes: Restaurants on this map are geographically listed. 1.
Chichen Itza Restaurant Famous for its expertly prepared pibil cochinita and tikin xic, this Yucatanean specialist is tucked away in Mercado La Paloma. Chichen Itza may have a reputation for word of mouth from hidden gems, but the crowds at the weekend would surely suggest otherwise. Weak stomach
beware: Habanero sauce should not be braided. Open on Google Maps Foursquare Although many will forever mess up the loss of Chicago-style dog Budacki south of the Exposition, hot dog eaters everywhere can still appreciate the local dish Dirt Dog decided on. Frank Nathan prepared USC's game-
day style (wrapped in bacon) and then served with a variety of spreads and toppings, ranging from onions and peppers cooked in teriyaki sauce to a spread of guacamole and red pepper flakes. Don't skip the fries: The pieces are thick, 3/8 cooked in beef tallow and embedded in chile-limon seasoning.
Breakfast is serious business at USC, and Armando's lunch truck has put out hulking breakfast burritos and fantastic sandwiches for USC students and visitors since at least before the Pete Carroll era. Once you've finished looking at the menu of famous names and dishes associated with them, you can
forget everything and order Uko: carne asada, bacon, eggs, potatoes and cheese put in tortillas and named probably because they're about the size of the arm of former USC defender George Uko. La Taquiza or Chano's (now El Huero)? is one of those classic quandaries the Trojans will always face at
one point in their time at USC. The comparison is a slight reduction in scope: La Taquiza isn't open 24 hours, but it serves Korean-style tacos and a fairly dense pork mulitas that is a hit with USC crowds and diners. Do people at USC still call him Chano? Yes. Do you regret eating a big order fried topped
with chopped asada carne, salsa pico de gallo, guacamole and grated cheese from a box of Styrofoam at 2:15.m.? Maybe. Can students graduate from without visiting Chano's (err... El Huero) once and still considered a Trojan? Not at all. The former USC football player currently excludes the virtues of
butter, an omelet made to order at this Hawaiian-themed breakfast spot that offers toppings such as Portuguese sausages and Spam in addition to the usual suspects. If you're feeling peckish for carbs, don't gloss over the Da Kine French Toast, which is prepared with Hawaiian bread just for enough
sweetness to make you consider skipping the syrup altogether. Sign up for our newsletter. Nature's Brew is a hidden gem of a café, tucked away in Hoover and Union. It collects excellent brisket sandwiches (balanced with mint pesto and pickled shallots) and a very decent smoked salmon omelet in
addition to a smoothie and a full espresso bar. Ebaes bills itself as Asian fusion tapas, but it's really just some pretty solid Asian pub food that is quietly gaining traction with the USC community, thanks to its very affordable happy hour offerings and addictive Korean-style garlic-soy chicken wings. Fans of
American sushi rolls (read: This is not Kazunori) will appreciate Ebaes's choice, and people who prefer adventure will see the slightly spicy and adulterous Ebaes coconut milk ramen. 9. Figueroa Philly Cheese Steak Figueroa Philly slings cheesesteaks for all USC fans, serves thinly sliced steaks with
grilled onions and packed into original Amoroso rolls. Whether you like it slapped wit' Whiz or tossed with provolone, it's the juicy mouth of a sandwich worth stopping by if you're a cheesesteak guy. Open on Google Maps Foursquare Bacaro LA is a local favourite tapas bar serving well-executed food to



bring along with a respectable wine and beer list. Four words: Happy Hour Open Bar. For $20, you'll get 90 minutes of beer and wine drinks as-you-can-(responsibly), which you can definitely use to wash out delicious pizza orders and skewer their caramelized pork belly. Eater L.A. editor Matt Kang broke
the story at Tire Shop Taqueria in 2014, but it's still going strong, grilling that asada carne on charcoal and topping it all with guac to a hungry crowd. Open on Foursquare Tracey's own Google Maps bill as a Belizean restaurant, and the taste of the Caribbean coast is in full swing here. Choose boiled
chicken and rice for the primer and wash it all down with a Jamaican ginger beer. Savvy diners near SC know to make Himalayan House an Indian and Nepalese food choice, but if you're feeling adventurous, you'll definitely want to try yak chilli, a yak meat dish sautéed with Himalayan onions, peppers
and spices. And if you don't taste yaks, their chicken momos (potstickers), chicken tikka and lamb curry are popular among Trojans and current alumni. is a speed change player in your taquerias cage, and with toppings like tofu tagine, smoked lamb, roasted cauliflower, beef brisket Pineapple kimchi, this
chef-driven taqueria gets some serious fascination with locals and USC students. Open on Google Maps Foursquare 15. Kings Louisiana Seafood It's not in the best part of town, but King's frowns on some of the best catfish and red snapper in town in this simple corner seafood shack. The interior could
use a bit of TLC, but the soft battered catfish is the original article and is almost as good as when you take it away. © Vox Media 2021, Inc. All rights reserved. The link is copied to the clipboard. Famous for its expertly prepared cochinita pibil and tikin xic, this Yucatanean specialist is tucked away in
Mercado La Paloma. Chichen Itza may have a reputation for word of mouth from hidden gems, but the crowds at the weekend would surely suggest otherwise. Weak stomach beware: Habanero sauce should not be braided. Open on Google Maps Foursquare Although many will forever mess up the loss
of Chicago-style dog Budacki south of the Exposition, hot dog eaters everywhere can still appreciate the local dish Dirt Dog decided on. Frank Nathan prepared USC's game-day style (wrapped in bacon) and then served with a variety of spreads and toppings, ranging from onions and peppers cooked in
teriyaki sauce to a spread of guacamole and red pepper flakes. Don't skip the fries: The pieces are thick, 3/8 cooked in beef tallow and embedded in chile-limon seasoning. Breakfast is serious business at USC, and Armando's lunch truck has put out hulking breakfast burritos and fantastic sandwiches for
USC students and visitors since at least before the Pete Carroll era. Once you've finished looking at the menu of famous names and dishes associated with them, you can forget everything and order Uko: carne asada, bacon, eggs, potatoes and cheese put in tortillas and named probably because they're
about the size of the arm of former USC defender George Uko. La Taquiza or Chano's (now El Huero)? is one of those classic quandaries the Trojans will always face at one point in their time at USC. The comparison is a slight reduction in scope: La Taquiza isn't open 24 hours, but it serves Korean-style
tacos and a fairly dense pork mulitas that is a hit with USC crowds and diners. Do people at USC still call him Chano? Yes. Do you regret eating a large order of fries topped with chopped asada carne, salsa pico de gallo, guacamole and grated cheese from a box of Styrofoam at 2:15 a.m.m.? Maybe. Can
a student graduate from USC without visiting Chano's (err... El Huero) once and still considered a Trojan? Not at all. The former USC football player currently excludes the virtues of butter, an omelet made to order at this Hawaiian-themed breakfast spot that offers toppings such as Portuguese and Spam
in addition to the usual suspects. If you're feeling peckish for carbs, don't gloss over Da Kine French Toast, which is prepared with Hawaiian Hawaiian for enough sweetness to make you consider skipping the syrup altogether. Nature's Brew is a hidden gem of a café, tucked away in Hoover and Union. It
collects excellent brisket sandwiches (balanced with mint pesto and pickled shallots) and a very decent smoked salmon omelet in addition to a smoothie and a full espresso bar. Ebaes bills itself as Asian fusion tapas, but it's really just some pretty solid Asian pub food that is quietly gaining traction with the
USC community, thanks to its very affordable happy hour offerings and addictive Korean-style garlic-soy chicken wings. Fans of American sushi rolls (read: This is not Kazunori) will appreciate Ebaes's choice, and people who prefer adventure will see the slightly spicy and adulterous Ebaes coconut milk
ramen. Figueroa Philly slings cheesesteaks for all USC fans, serving thinly sliced steaks with grilled onions and packed into original Amoroso rolls. Whether you like it slapped wit' Whiz or tossed with provolone, it's the juicy mouth of a sandwich worth stopping by if you're a cheesesteak guy. Open on
Google Maps Foursquare Bacaro LA is a local favourite tapas bar serving well-executed food to bring along with a respectable wine and beer list. Four words: Happy Hour Open Bar. For $20, you'll get 90 minutes of beer and wine drinks as-you-can-(responsibly), which you can definitely use to wash out
delicious pizza orders and skewer their caramelized pork belly. Eater L.A. editor Matt Kang broke the story at Tire Shop Taqueria in 2014, but it's still going strong, grilling that asada carne on charcoal and topping it all with guac to a hungry crowd. Open on Foursquare Tracey's own Google Maps bill as a
Belizean restaurant, and the taste of the Caribbean coast is in full swing here. Choose boiled chicken and rice for the primer and wash it all down with a Jamaican ginger beer. Savvy diners near SC know to make Himalayan House an Indian and Nepalese food choice, but if you're feeling adventurous,
you'll definitely want to try yak chilli, a yak meat dish sautéed with Himalayan onions, peppers and spices. And if you don't taste yaks, their chicken momos (potstickers), chicken tikka and lamb curry are popular among Trojans and current alumni. Revolutionario is a fast-changing player in your taquerias
cage, and with toppings like tofu tagine, smoked lamb, roasted cauliflower, beef brisket and pineapple kimchi, it's a chef-driven taqueria getting some serious fascination with locals and USC students. Open on Google Maps Foursquare It's not in the best part of town, but King's frowns on some of the best
catfish and red snapper in town in this simple corner seafood shack. The interior can a little TLC, but a soft battered catfish is the original article and almost as good as when you take it away. Go. Go.
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